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Abstract 

Fires in wildland-urban interfaces (WUIs) are resulting from intertwined physical processes at different scales: 

landscape, settlement, parcel, building and material (Vacca et al., 2020) and are causing growing damage worldwide in 

context of climate change and large urban sprawl.  

The significant damage caused by these fires requires effective reinforcement of the resistance of structures and parcels 

against exposure to fire. Recent methodologies (Vacca et al., 2020 ; Benichou et al., 2021; Maranghides et al., 2022) 

have emphasised the need to look at these objectives by considering the spatial relationships between fuels, exposures 

and building resistance, in the perspective of a fire propagating in WUI according to so-called “fire pathways”. At parcel 

scale, the fire pathways often involve ornamental vegetation, that highly raises the damaging potential of the wildfire, 

this vegetation being at short distance to the structures and having a comparable size with buildings. Horizontal and 

vertical discontinuities in this vegetation do largely impact the exposure (Cohen, 2008) and installing such 

discontinuities is becoming part of the protection regulation against wildfires in different countries (Maranghides et al., 

2022). 

While the impact of embers has been extensively studied in the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) 

facilities (Manzello and Suzuki, 2014; Suzuki and Manzello, 2020), the effect of the fuel discontinuities on the reduction 

of thermal attack when approaching the building has been poorly addressed. This study aims at simulating in laboratory 

conditions a moving fire front pushed by wind and propagating from the surface to a canopy of ornamental vegetation, 

with fuel discontinuities. The experimental setup is composed of a fire lit in a surface excelsior fuelbed, propagating to 

a nearby vertical ornamental structure (excelsior and cypress) exposed to controlled high wind exposure (up to 3 m/s). 

The work is completed by a comparison of numerical modelling between the WFDS and FDS models. 

The first steps of this study are shown here, showing a coherent sensitivity of the rate of spread to fuelbed width and 

fuelbed load, and showing the ability of WFDS and FDS to reasonably reproduce this rate of spread. The ability of FDS 

to propagate to an isolated vertical tree with the same modelling processes is also well established. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Significant efforts have been made to understand the development and expansion of fires at the wildland-urban 

interface (WUI) (Cohen, 2008; Vacca et al., 2020), showing how the nearest combustible elements to the 

building are crucial for the propagation of the fire to the building. On the other hand, tree canopy fire 

contamination in native forests have independently been subject to various studies (Rothermel, 1991; Fernandes 

et al., 2009).  

At homeowner scale, ornamental vegetation (isolated garden trees, hedges, climbing plants, ...) strongly 

enhances the danger coming initially from the native forest. In most tests and numerical simulations of WUI 

fires, these elements, located between the native forest and the building, are generally not represented. However, 

if represented they burn under very low wind conditions (Suzuki and Manzello, 2020; Li et al., 2021; Di Cristina 

et al., 2021), though in real fires (particularly true in South-East of France), fires in these ornamental elements 

occur under very gusty and chaotic wind conditions. 
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This study aims at experimentally reproducing a surface fire (excelsior fuelbed) propagating to a nearby vertical 

ornamental structure (excelsior and cypress), under high wind exposure (3 m/s) in the laboratory (i.e. at reduced 

scale). Additionally, a numerical setup composed of the models WFDS/FDS is used to compare and validate 

the codes against the experimental data. 

This contribution describes the first steps of this study: the first section describes how zero-wind surface fire 

experimental data are generated to evaluate the sensitivity of Rate Of Spread (ROS) to fuel load and fuel width. 

The second section describes the setup of FDS and WFDS models that will be used in the entire study. Then 

results of some nominal and intermediate model configurations are presented. The last section is dedicated to 

the intermediate conclusions and to introduce the next steps of the study. 

 

2. Calibration of the zero-wind surface fire in the experimental setup 

The first step consisted in evaluating the ROS of a surface fire under zero-wind condition, in order to gain in 

reproducibility of surface fires for the full experimental setup. This is a first validation before developing the 

full experimental setup composed of a surface fire propagating to an ornamental vegetation under high wind 

exposure (Figure 1b). 85 experiments were performed with zero-wind surface fires (Marchand et al., 2014, 

2019). They were carried out on excelsior as fuelbed (Figure 1a) and the sensitivity to fuelbed width and fuelbed 

load was investigated. The combustible material was fully characterised in a previous work by Marchand et al. 

(2019). The first 45 experiments were conducted with a constant vegetation load (0.5 kg/m²) and with fuelbed 

width ranging from 25 cm to 3.5 m. The excelsior was spread onto the table in order not to exceed a maximum 

average height of 8.5 cm. The fire was ignited on a line along the whole bed width. The last 40 fire tests were 

conducted with a constant fuelbed width of 2 m and with a fuel load ranging from 0.1 kg/m² to 1 kg/m². Visible 

cameras combined with image processing (Otsu algorithm) were used and a direct linear transformation (DLT) 

algorithm was developed in order to quantify fire behaviour properties (ROS, fire length, etc.). 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 1 - Zero-wind fire spread test on the surface fuelbed, (b) View of the high wind exposure facility 

A summary of main results is shown in Figure 2. For the sensitivity of ROS to fuelbed width, ROS is 

shown to increase at low values of fuel bed width and seems to reach a constant value of about 1.5 

cm/s for a 2 m fuel bed width and beyond. In such configurations, the fire fronts are near-parabolic, 

but the front curvature varies with the line width and the rate of spread is also affected. For the 

sensitivity to fuelbed load, ROS is shown to globally increase with fuel loads from 0.3 cm/s for the lowest 

load to 2.6 cm/s in average for the highest load. The repeatability of tests showed discrepancy up to 0.5 cm/s as 

compared to the average value that can be significant but explained by ambient conditions (different seasons 

and ambient conditions). 
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Figure 2 - Distribution in the 85 experiments of the rate of spread as a function of fuelbed width (red colour) for a 

constant vegetation load of 0.5 kg/m² and as a function of fuelbed load (green colour) for a constant fuelbed width set 

at 2 m. 

 

3. Wind-driven surface fire experiments 

A second step consisted in evaluating the ROS of the wind-driven surface fire. Five different wind fans of the 

“wind wall” were activated with the same constant frequency in each individual experiment. The wind 

measurements collocated to the fans and at different horizontal distances from the fans, at 0 m and 1m ground 

heights are shown in Figure 3. The wind at z= 0 m ground height is more affected by the distance to the fans 

than the wind at z= 1 m. All fan frequencies cannot be used when burning the vegetation since above 30 Hz the 

excelsior is heavily washed from the table by the wind.  

 

Figure 3 – Wind speed wih horiztonal distance to the fans, and at two different ground heights (z=0m and z=1m) 

Different tests of excelsior burning under different wind speeds have been conducted at two different vegetation 

loads, set at 0.23 kg/m2 and 0.4 kg/m2. The excelsior fuelbed was positioned at a distance of 1.3 m from the 

fans.  
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As shown on Figure 4, the ROS exhibits a strong increase when going from zero-wind to 0.88 m/s wind speed, 

with a multiplication of ROS by 4 for the 0.23 kg/m2 case and by 6 for the 0.4 kg/m2 case. Then a plateau of 

ROS is observed between 0.88 m/s wind speed and 1.9m/s wind speed and finally another strong ROS increase 

occurs when reaching 2.4 m/s wind speed. 

 

Figure 4 – Rates of spread in function of the wind speed for two different loads (0.2 kg/m2 and 0.4 kg/ m2) 

 

4. Calibration of the surface and canopy fires, with wind, in the experimental setup 

Finally, the full experimental setup composed of a surface fire propagating from excelsior to an ornamental 

vegetation in form of a very thin hedge, with and without wind exposure, has been tested, with the same 

objective of monitoring ROS.  

Two types of vegegation were sampled to constitute the hedge: cypress and oleander. This vegetation was 

arranged with equal fuel load on a vertical mesh of 1 m large and 1.5 m height, by intertwinning the branches 

with the fine diameter coarse galvanized steel mesh, which has the advantage of preventing the vegetation from 

collpasing when burning. A simple evaluation showed that the very fine diameter of the mesh would not modifiy 

significantly the fire power or the ROS over the hedge. Same fuel load was imposed on the entire mesh with 

respectively about 1.2 kg/m2 and 4 cm depth for cypruss and about 1.2 kg/m2 and 6 cm depth for oleander, 

collected in gardens and let drying for a minmum of 15 days. Size distribution of <2mm, 2-4 mm, and 4-6 mm 

diameters were found for cypress of 34.7 %, 55.1%, and 10.2 %. Size distribution of 2-4 mm, 4-6 mm, and 6-8 

mm diameters were found for oleander of 48 %, 44 %, and 8 %. The Figure 5 shows cypress and oleander 

branches and the bulk density evaluation by tube test. 

   

Figure 5 – Property measurements: (left) oleander weighting, (middle) cypress branches clustering for size 

distribution evaluation, (right) cypress bulk density evaluation 

The Fuel Moisture Content (FMC) was sampled 1 day before the experiment. FMC of cypress was about 23.8 

% on dry matter basis. FMC of oleander was about 10.7 %. The FMC for cypress has been measured 15 times 

with a SD (standard deviation) of 9.6%, 6 times with a SD of 1.3% for oleander, and 5 times with a SD of 0.7% 

for excelsior. For ROS measurements, a total of 8 thermocouples (TCs) were vertically-positioned, 4 being 

vertically aligned along the middle of the hedge and 4 others vertically aligned along the exterior side of the 
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hedge. Each TC is 50 cm distant from another, covering a distance of 0.1 m to 1.6 m over the table. Two visible 

cameras were also placed, one at the back of the hedge and another one on the side. 

A series of 2 experiments were conducted with cypress under zero-wind conditions, while 1 experiment was 

conducted with cypress under 10 Hz wind conditions (around 0.88 m/s) (outputs not shown here), and 2 

experiments were conducted with oleander under zero-wind conditions. Under zero-wind conditions, the fire 

contaminates the hedge only after the excelsior fire has arrived very close to the foot of the hedge (Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 6 – Fire contamining from excelsior fire to the hedge under zero-wind conditions, (upper) for cypress and 

(lower) for oleander. Propagation visualized in 5 phases (from left to right): excelsior fire approaches, excelsior fire at 

the foot of the hege (reference time t=0s), fire at maximum development in the hedge, fire largely decreasing, fire in 

extinction phase 

ROS of the fire in the hedge was quantatively extracted from the vertically-positioned TCs under zero-wind 

conditions, but the oscillatory flames did contaminate the vertical sensors in an erratic sequence (with higher 

TCs contaminated prior to lower TCs), preventing from getting the ROS this way. The measurements from 

visibles cameras revealed a robust way to measure ROS, the imagery being preliminatorily distance-referenced 

(Figure 7). Cypress fire exhibited ROS values respectively between 35 cm/s and 43 cm/s under zero-wind 

condition, and 55 cm/s under 10 Hz wind condition. The oleander exhibited ROS values between 22 and 24 

cm/s under zero-wind condition. More experiments have been scheduled to gain statistical robusntess of these 

results. Additionally the calibration of the WFDS and FDS models is in ongoing process on these data. 
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Figure 7 – Zero-wind condition cypress ROS measured by manual interpretation on distance-referenced thermal 

camera imagery 

 

5. Numerical setup 

The two versions of “FDS” (Fire Dynamic Simulator), the classical FDS and its WFDS derivation (Widland 

Fire Dynamic Simulator) are used in this study. Each numerical model has its own parameters to represent the 

vegetation fuel and should be calibrated. In the literature, grid resolution to reproduce laboratory “forest fire” 

experiments may vary from 2 cm (Morandini et al. (2019) for rockrose shrubs) or 5 cm (Wickramasinghe et al. 

(2020) for Douglas fir) and up to 10 cm (Mell et al. (2009) for the same Douglas fir).  

The WFDS model in 7.6 version is used here with a uniform spatial resolution along the three directions of ∆= 

2 cm. The linear pyrolysis model is employed in WFDS. 

The Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS) in version 6.7.5 is used here with either (1) a uniform spatial resolution 

along the three directions of ∆= 2 cm, or (2) with ∆x=∆z =1 cm and ∆y= 2 cm. The pyrolysis and char oxidation 

processes are driven by an Arrhenius model. 

 

6. Nominal WFDS and FDS calibration on the intermediate setup of a zero-wind surface fire 

The tests modelled with WFDS for the zero-wind surface fire require to attribute values to eight key parameters 

of the pyrolysis model: the maximum value allowed for the MLR [MLRmax in kg/m3/s], the bulk density of 

vegetation [ρbulk in kg/m3], the density of vegetative fuel [ρ in kg/m3], the surface-to-volume ratio of vegetation 

[σ in 1/m], the moisture fraction Hu in %wt calculated on a dry mass basis), the fraction of dry virgin vegetation 

that becomes char τchar (in %wt), the heat of combustion [∆Hr in kJ/kg] and an adimensional multiplicative 

drag coefficient Cf. 

Raw values of these parameters have been previously obtained by Marchand et al. (2019) and are presented in 

Table 1. Simulations were made to determine the ROS evolution as a function of the fuelbed width for a 

0.5 kg/m² vegetation load using these raw values as input data. Despite that, the global trend is well captured as 

the ROS increases with the fuel bed width, these simulations exhibited a strong underestimation (60 % 

differences with the experimental data). Therefore, these values have been fitted: a local sensitivity analysis 

revealed that MLRmax and ∆Hr were the most significantly sensitive parameters for the ROS predicted by the 

WFDS model. An identification algorithm (Particle Swarm Optimisation method according to Kennedy and 

Eberhart (1995)) was then used to identify the best values for these two input parameters, keeping all others at 

their initial experimental values. As presented in Figure 8, with these new parameters, the numerical trend of 

ROS with fuelbed width is in a good agreement with the experimental data. 
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The tests modelled with FDS for the same test configuration require to attribute values to several parameters 

driving the thermal decomposition and char oxidation. More details about model formulation can be found in 

Mell et al. (2009), Perez-Ramirez et al. (2017) and Morandini et al. (2019) or Porterie et al. (2009). Most of the 

parameters are extracted from these previous studies. Namely, the parameters describing the dehydration of the 

vegetation are taken as 𝐸𝐻2𝑂 = 5800𝐾 , 𝐴𝐻2𝑂 = 6 × 10
5𝑠−1𝐾−1 2⁄  and 𝛥𝐻𝐻2𝑂 = 2.2596 × 10

3𝐽. 𝑘𝑔−1 

(endothermic). The parameters describing the decomposition of the vegetation into combustible duel are 𝐸𝑝𝑦𝑟 =

7250𝐾, 𝐴𝑝𝑦𝑟 = 3.63 × 10
4𝑠−1 and 𝛥𝐻𝑝𝑦𝑟 = 1.297 × 10

3𝐽. 𝑘𝑔−1 (endothermic). The latter parameter is the 

only parameter that is not extracted from Perez-Ramirez et al. (2017) or Porterie et al. (2009), its value was 

fitted so the predicted ROS under zero-wind condition was similar to the experimental one with a fuelbed of 

0.5 kg/m² and a fuel width of 0.25 m. The char oxidation model and its inputs was extracted from Perez-Ramirez 

et al. (2017). Namely, the following parameters were used in our study : 𝐸𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 = 9000𝐾, 𝐴𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 = 430 𝑚. 𝑠
−1 

and 𝛥𝐻𝑝𝑦𝑟 = 32 × 10
3𝐽. 𝑘𝑔−1 (exothermic). 

Table 1 -Input parameters used for WFDS: comparison between raw experimental values and fitted optimised values 

Features Initial experimental values Fitted Optimal values 

MLRmax [kg/m3/s] 0.22 0.43 

ρbulk [kg/m3] 5.55 

ρ [kg/m3] 519 

σ [1/m] 14 600 

Hu [-] 0.12 

τchar [-] 0.31 

∆Hr [kJ/kg] 16 480 14 497 

Cf [-] 0.375 

 

Figure 8 - Results of the two sets of WFDS simulations of ROS, with raw experimental values of the pyrolysis model 

parameters, and fitted optimal values 

Simulations of FDS conducted with too low fuel loads (0.23 kg/m2) did exhibit no propagation, and calibrating 

different char oxidation parameters did not change this limiting model behavior. As seen in next section, when 

using a value of 0.3 kg/m2 as in Meerpoel-Pietri et al. (2022) did not exhibit this problem. 

 

7. Nominal FDS simulation on the intermediate setup of a wind-driven surface fire 

The configuration of Figure 4 is simulated using the FDS model, using a fuel load of 0.5 kg/m2. The model 

shows a coherent tendency in respect to the observations, with a lower increase of ROS with wind. More 

experiments at 0.4 kg/m2 with wind have been scheduled to gain statistical robusntess of these results, to be 

compared with simulation at 0.4 kg/m2. 
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Figure 9 – Comparison of rates of spread varied with wind intensity, for two different loads (0.2 kg/m2 and 0.4 kg/m2) 

for the experiments, and for one load (0.5 kg/m2) for the model 

 

8. Nominal FDS simulations in similar setups 

A simulation setup is used to illustrate the ability of FDS model to reproduce a zero-wind surface fire, extracted 

from Meerpoel-Pietri et al. (2022) referred hereafter as MP2022, with additional 20 % slope of the fuelbed. The 

fuelbed is also there composed of excelsior. The configuration from MP2022 as well as the input values given 

by the authors for the Arrhenius pyrolysis model are used within the FDS model, while the authors used the 

WFDS model. 

As shown in Figure 10, the FDS outputs have a very similar intensity curve as the WFDS at 2 cm resolution 

from MP2022 , while being globally 22 % higher in intensity in the period between 5 s and 77 s. The difference 

in terms of intensity may be explained by the difference of the two codes. However, the ROS is coherent with 

the WFDS results and with the experimental data. 
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Figure 10. (upper row): Comparison of the intensity-time curves: the WFDS 1 cm and 2 cm and the experimental data 

are taken from MP2022 while the FDS is from current study, (lower row): Comparison in side view along the full 

slope of the observed (left) and modelled (right) flame height at timestep 51 s (source: observed flame photo is from 

Meerpoel Pietri et al. (2022)) 

 

A second similar setup as the full ornamental vegetation setup of this study is the single-tree canopy fire under 

zero wind provided by Mell et al. (2009), referred hereafter as M2009. The Mass Loss Rates (MLR) are 

calculated with FDS in this study for two different grid resolution, 10 cm and 25 cm, together with two different 

pyrolysis schemes: Arrhenius (same scheme as in the previous nominal zero-wind surface fire test) and 

simplified Arrhenius (scheme from older FDS versions). As shown in Figure 11 for a 5 m tree, the M2009 

WFDS simulation is the closest to the experimental data, but all simulations from our study vary here only with 

a delay of less than 5 seconds in the peak MLR value, and with less than 20 % difference in peak value. 

 

Figure 11 - Time evolution of MLR in current FDS version with both pyrolysis schemes and both resolutions (10 cm 

and 25 cm), compared with the Mell et al. (2009) experiment data and numerical WFDS outputs 

These nominal simulations of FDS based on current state model should be confronted with observations of next 

coming surface and canopy fire tests in the study. 

 

9. Conclusions 

Based on experimental data on zero-wind surface fire propagation, this contribution showed promising results 

on the ability of WFDS and FDS to reproduce well the fire front behaviour. Moreover, the ability of FDS to 

propagate to an isolated vertical tree with the same modelling processes is also presented and validated. 

A new experimental setup allowing simulating a scenario of fire contamination from the surface to an 

ornamental vegetation, under high wind conditions, is in ongoing development. It involves a surface fire 
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scenario, represented by a fire in Excelsior, which contaminates an ornamental vegetation. Some targeted 

nominal intercomparisons with the WFDS and FDS models will be presented in the final contribution. This new 

experimental setup will allow in a coming future to evaluate the impact of vertical discontinuities (low branches 

position of the ornamental vegetation), as well as effect of wind intermittency. 
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